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Those students who have submitted material to Reed magazine and who have not received an acceptance bid by
May 1, are asked to pick up
their unaccepted contributions
in the English Department Office, F0101, any time after
May 1.
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ASB Candidates Deny
Election Violations

F

411.10."

Charles of election code violations were denied yesterday by
Gary Kleeman, Bill Clark and Bob
Serrano.
The three were named in a statement submitted to the Election
Board Friday by Gene Lokey, administrative assistant to ASB
President Jerry Spolter.
John Bruckman and Barry
Brown, also charged with violations, were unavailable for comment at press time although repeated attempts were made to contact them.
Bill Nicolosi, charged with three
violations, said he had "no comment" to make.
The six were charged with violating both the Election Code and
the President’s Directive on the
Use of State College Buildings
and Grounds.
Lokey stated, "The essence of
the chrages revolve around the
preferential list of candidates that

Flight Fatal
For Pilot;
Chute Fails
By ANTHONY C. COLLINS
MOSCOW (AP)
Parachute
straps of Soyuz I fouled Monday in
to
earth, killlanding preparations
ing Cosmonaut Vladimir Komarov,
the government announced.
The first announced fatality in
space flight of either the United
States or the Soviet Union came
after the Soyuz, the latest and
presumably the most sophisticated
of Russian spaceships, had completed more than 24 hours in orbit
on its maiden voyage. It was the
first Soviet space flight in 25
months.
The accident cast gloom over
the nation and may delay the Soviet race to the moon with the
United States as scientists try to
find out what went wrong.
1

UNEXPLAINER
Unexplained was why 40-yearold Komarov, veteran of a previous
space flight, failed to eject. All
Soviet spacecraft are presumed to
have built-in safety ejection devices. One possible explanation
was that the tangled parachute
straps kept the ejection system
from working.
Expiessing sorrow at the cosmonaut’s death, James E. Webb,
called in Washington for U.S.Soviet cooperation in space. The
administrator of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration said such cooperation might
have prevented the space accident
and the one last Jan. 27 in which
three U.S. Apollo astronauts died
in a spacecraft fire aground.
Informed Washington sources
also said Soviet scientists apparently made several attempts to
bring the Soyuz to earth before
it crashed.
FLIGHT COMPLETED
But the official Tass news agency said Komarov had completed
his assigned flight as he prepared
to land. It said the spaceship
"safely passed the most difficult
and responsible braking stretch in
the dense layers of the atmosphere.
"However, when the main cupola
of the parachute opened at an alti4.34
tude of seven kilometers
milesthe straps of the parachute, according to preliminary reports, got twisted and the spaceship descended at great speed.
which resulted in Komarov’s
death," Tass added.
A feeling that something had
gone wrong swept Moscow after
all Soviet news media fell silent
following a Tass early morning
announcement that the spaceship
was functioning normally and Koinarov was well.

April Showers
The sun may peek through the
clouds for a little while today,
but more April showers are
forecastfor this weeic. The
rainfall totals are quickly approaching the highs set in
1962-63, and the flood year
l957-58.
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Russian Dancers
Perform Tonight

was circulated on campus a few
days before the election."
Lokey asked the Daily to carry
a public apology to Gary Kleeman,
named chairman of Sparta Party.
"This was a mistake," Lokey
said. "The charges are being
shifted to Bob Serrano, the official
Sparta Party chairman."
SUPPORTED BRUCKMAN
The preferential list, which did
not carry the Sparta Party label.
supported John Bruclunan for
president, Bill Clark for vice president and numerous candidates for
Student Council seats.
Kleeman stated, "I would not be
willing to say that the people in
my party put out this list. I will
emphatically deny it."
Bill Clark claimed that "people
from the frets, music department
and dorms made up and distributed that list. They were warned
against distributing the list on
campus. I never distributed that
list on campus and I claim no responsibility for it."
Rich Corby, last year’s attorney
general, stated that when no political party endorses a hand-out
sheet, the responsibility for it falls
on the candidates named, whether
or not they have any knowledge
about it.
’NOT GUILTY’
"It is considered one of their
handouts," Corby said.
Clark stated he was not guilty
of any of the charges Lokey
named.
"I only had two handouts, the
Election Board saw them before
they were distributed, and I don’t
see how I could be charged with
false or misleading advertising,"
Clark said.
Bob Serrano, chairman of Sparta
Party, claimed that the only official leaflet Sparta Party put out
was a blue one listing the ten
platform planks.
"I wonder at Gene’s reasoning,"
Serrano said. "These charges
could be equally made against the
other party.

Editor-Author
To Give Talk

The Russians are Coming! The
Russians are coming tonilit! The
"troupes" arc ready the Original Don Cossack Chorus and
Dancers troupe.
Appearing tonight at 8:15 in
Morris Dailey Auditorium, the
group is sponsored by the College
Union Programs Board.
Admission is free to SJS students and faculty and $2 for the
public.
As part of International Week,
the ensemble of 24 uniformed
White Russians will present a program of Russian chu-ch music,
soldier and folk songs.
Led by 4 -feet, 10-inch Serge
Photo by Al Dubiel
SJS CHINESE students perform the Lion Dance
on Seventh Street Friday as part of International
Week activities. During the week other organiza-

Dedication Friday

Man Ventures Out To Explore
Sea Life at Moss Landing
By GARY WHITMAN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Man has had to rough it to
exist. And in the storm, he has
fabricated from the rock his comforts of home,
What he had to do, he now wants
to do.
Not essentially for survival but
because of inquisitiveness, he now
ventures from his room tempera-

tures to explore areas beyond the
fence.
Dr. John P. Harville, SJS professor of biology, has said that
companies that are interested
enough to spend money on explorations in space are also spending
millions on sea explorations.
In 1961 Dr. Harville and other
staff members of the SJS Biology
Department wanted to know more

Mock Airplane Ride
Invites SJS Participants
Fly the friendly skies of United
in a mock air plane in the basement of MacQuarrie Hall.
This is an invitation to 30 people
to participate in an experiment
designed to test the validity of a
new method of storing the food
in a plane, according to Dr. Wayne
Champion, professor of industrial
arts.
Two United Air Lines stewardesses will serve the same meal
that is offered to regular customers in May 2 from 5:30-7:30.
In return for their dinner the
30 people who participate will be
expected to answer questions and
evaluate the service.
Dr. Jay Russmore’s class of industrial design students have set
up the experiment with the help

Frederick Pohl"Playboy" contributor, "Galaxy" magazine editor, and author of about 50 books
will speak Thursday morning at
11:30 in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
His talk is entitled "The Age
1985" and is
of the Manager
sponsored by the SJS chapter of
the American Marketing Association.
He will tie population expectation, cybernetics, space travel and
advanced technology into their
effects on the managers of tomorrow.
Pohl’s work is translated into 22
languages, he has lectured at Coa
b
mu
of l
ToUniversity
the
andi
ronto, and been the guest on many
television programs such as the
Johnny Carson show.
He was born in New York City
Robert Cecil, head of the Culand now lives in Red Bank, New tural Relations Department of the
Jersey with his wife and four chil- British Foreign Office since 1962,
dren. Much of his writing has been will lecture on "International Culin the field of science fiction.
tural Relations and Peace," tomorThere is no admission charge to row at 1(1:30 a.m., in Concert Hall.
the lecture.
Cecil has served as First Secretary in the British Embassy in
Washington, as Consul -General in
Hanover, as Counsellor of the Embassy in Copenhagen and as DirecNEW YORK (AP)Dr. Mar- tor-General of British Information
tin Luther King Jr. and others Services in New York.
He was a delegate to the Laos
against the war in Vietnam
Joined Monday in announcing a conference in Geneva in 1961-62,
citizens campaign to gather one to the UNESCO General Confermillion signatures on petitions ence in 1962 and to the Council of
demanding an end to the bomb- Europe for Cultural Co-operation
ing of North Vietnam. They in Strasbourg, 1962-66.
Cecil frequently contributes to
called it Negotiation Now.
Joseph L. Rauh Jr., vice chair- scholarly publications, and has
man of Americans for Demo- written two books, ’Time and
cratic Action, said the new or- Other Poems" and "Levant and
ganization represented the wid- Other Poems."
The lecture, sponsored by the
est possible spectrum of Americans and was more than strictly Department of Political Science.
is open to the public. Admission
a peace movement.
is free,

Diplomat
To Speak

War Protest

+ions will introduce their customs and culture to
the campus.

of psychology students.
The participants in the project
are limited to: 15 people from age
30 or older who have averaged
four to five flights per year recently; eight women 21 or over;
five young adults 14-21 years of
age, and two children between five
and 12 years of age.
"This breakdown is to approximate a cross section of people
using United Air Lines," said Dr.
Champion.
The mock air plane was designed
by industrial design students, Peter
Kontick, and Gene House. The
plane is 30 feet long, carpeted and
equipped with United Air Lines
seats.
Those interested should contact
Mrs. Billie Kesterson at SJS ext.
2403 for reservations for the
dinner.

about the sea, and to learn about
it they needed a sea laboratory.
With the help from two other
state colleges, San Francisco and
Hayward, and later those of Sacramento and Fresno, the Beaudette
Foundation Marine Science Facility was purchased.
A National Science Foundation
grant for $150,000 was a tremendous help, and with money from
the colleges’ own additional funds,
the $210,000 price could be realized.
An operation budget has not
been a problem, but money for
capital outlays has not been as
easily available.
Anyway, the Monterey Bay Marine Science Laboratories of the
Central California State Colleges
is now in its second semester, and
Dr. Harville envisions great expansion in the next semester.
And Friday the marine laboratories will be official after the
dedication ceremonies of that day.
The program which begins at 10
am, will have an open house at
the Moss Landing facility from
3 to 6 p.m.
Dr. Harville is director of the
facility.
An alumnus of SJS, class of
1940, he also earned his BA and
MA degrees here. He has been
teaching for 24 years, 17 of them
as a biology professor.
He is a man who is interested
in things on the other side of the
fence.

first half of the pro-ram will also
include "The First Psalm of
David."
Jaroff’s own arrangements of
"Gypsy Tabor," gypsy on travel,
and "Kunak," the warrior’s prayer,
will highlight the second half. The
program will conclude with the
"Russian Dance."
35TH TOUR
Now making their 35th annual
coast-to-coast tour of the United
States and Canada, the troupe has
entertained more than 8,000 audiences and has sung in nearly every
country of the world.
The two dancers who regularly
leap from the Chorus’ bloused anet
booted ranks have been responsible
for the presence in the American
idiom of the often -pronounced,
seldom spelled "katatski."
Earlier in the day students will
be transported, via films and art,
to Persia. The program, sponsored
by the Persian Student Association
of SJS, will be at 2:30 p.m. in the
Faculty Cafeteria.

PERSIAN STORY
The films will tell the story of
the ancient Persian capital and
of modern day Iran. Slides, authentic art and live entertainment will
also introduce students to Persian
culture. Refreshments, including
tea made in a samovar, will be
served.
No activities are scheduled for
t
tomorrow, but on Thursday the
SERGE JAROFF
Spanish and Runian clubs will
... heads Cossacks present slides and films. Richard
A. Ellefsen, associate professor of
Jaroff, the "Don Cossa/c" per- geography, will give a talk CO
formance will open with -Credo" India. The Choraliers will perwith G. Tymczenko
oHt. The form in the cafeteria at 3:45 p.m.

ACSCP Hears
Speech Today

* *
Week’s Schedule
TODAY
2:30 p.m. Persian Program, exhibits and slides, Faculty
Cafeteria.

"San Francisco State’s Preparation for Collective Bargaining" will
be the topic of a speech by Dr. 8:15 prn. Russian Cossack
Newby Schweitzer, SFS professor
Dances sponsored by College
and president of SFS Association
Union Program Board, Morof California State College Proris Dailey Auditorium.
fessors, at an all faculty program
today at 12:30 in Cafeteria A
THURSDAY, APRIL 27
and B.
The program, sponsored by the 2:30 pan. Spanish Club, slides
ACSCP, will also feature a speech
from Spain, Mexico and
by Dr. Christopher Dyer Bennett,
other countries, JC55.
Associate Executive Secretary of
the ACSCP, according to Dr. 2:30 p.m. Russian film with subJames Clark, SJS English profestitles, "They Met In Mossor and president of the SJS chapcow," Audiovisual Dept
ter of ACSCP.
SFS was recently elected the 8:15 p.m. Impressions of India by
exclusive bargaining agent for the
Prof. Ellesen, CH149.
SFS faculty. Contract negotiations
3:45
p.m. Choraliers group from
are currently underway.
Music Dept., Cafeteria.
Collective bargaining is currently the most controversial topic
among SJS faculty organizations. FRIDAY, APRIL 28
An election is scheduled for this 11 am.-2 p.m. International Food
May to decide if SJS professors
Bazaar, Seventh Street
want collective bargaining rights.
Fashion show and entertainBoth the American Federation
ment, presentation of Inof Teachers (AFT), and the
ACSCP support collective bargainternational Queen conteeing, while the California State Emtante.
ployees Association ((’SEA), the
California Teachers Association 9 p.m. International Ball, Starothers from the administration and ((’TA),
and the American Assolight Ballroom, behind the
faculty.
ciation of University Professors
DeAnza Hotel, coronation of
A special front page message, (AAUP)
are opposed to it.
which the BOP ordered the Gater
International Queen.
to print two days in a row, read,
Debaters To Decide
in part:
"In the best judgment of this Which Sex Superior
Board, the selection of news has
Oxford Union Debators will defavored one group of candidates cide if "Women are Superior to
in the Associated Students elec- Men" Thursday at 3:34 in WG101.
tions."
Supporting the contention that
The statement listed further women are superior are Natalie
criticism and concluded with, "We Thompson and Ann Murphy, both
regard this, with SOMP sadness, as senior speech major s. Arguing
Marcelo Curuchaga, director of
an abridgement of freedom of the against this issue are Ken Smith, Telpress News Agency in Buenos
press . . . and we do feel that ills senior speech major, and Bob Sil- Aires, will speak on Argentine
important to share our view with ver, junior speech major.
Literature tonight at 8 in ED100.
you."
The doors will close promptly at
Curuchaga formerly served as
The BOP also demanded the 3:45. The audience can sit on the professor of journalism at the Naresignation of Gater editor Ben negative or the affirmative side tional University of La Plata, in
Fong -Torres when it was disclosed and change sides whenever their Argentina. He is presently honorthat he was not a registered stu- feelings change.
ary president of the School of
dent.
The winners of the debate will Jourytt4lism there.
The Gater recently won a su- be determined by a tabulation of
Some of his publications include
perior rating from the American how many leave by the pro and "Reflections on Argentine LiteraCollegiate Press.
con doors,
ture," and "Poets of Argentina"

Campus Elections Boil
At S.F. State . . . Too
Charges bouncing around campus
that aspiring ASB politicians have
manhandled the election code are
echoing 50 miles away.
At San Francisco State College,
where recent elections saw student
government pass into the hands of
a fiscally moderate group, the
losers are crying "conspiracy."
And, they are hinting that the
election may have been rigged.
Right in the middle of the controveniy is the campus paper, The
Daily Gater. City editor Phil Garlington won election as ASS president and is being accused of manipulating the news to benefit himself politically. He contends he resigned from the post before announcing his candidacy.
The Daily Gater was censured
by the college’s Board of Publications I BOP), an 11 -man hoard
which serves as publisher. The
board is comprised of six members
of student government and five

Argentine Newsman
Discusses Literature
Tonight in ED100

en-
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By DIANE TELESCO

Jack Groban

Editorial

A Tale of Two Weeks
During the past two weeks the Daily
was perhaps the most open-eyed and
r it lie--

opencared
filthiest

to

one

of

the

\ Sit election campaigns ever

conducted on this campus. From the
day cantliilates placeil their names in
the ring. the race to ethical obliv ion
bega
In the early stages of campaigning.
se% era I candidates restrieteil their efforts to complaints. My name isn’t first
the ballot. one indiv idual /maned.
Ile felt he Itail been displayed from the
questionable practices on
the part of the Election Board.
t.ater.

eandidate

a

for

executive

office marched into the Daily office
to disclaim the support of the New
Student. lie truly felt the backing of
the campus left would damage his reputation and cause hint to lose the election.
Early last week, a flood of illegal
wash i the campus. Those

so low.
For the

We trust that they have not.
only reason ASH government

exists is to provide students a realm of
isolated power. influence, and intik idplishment.
In st lllll nation. we must say that until
ASH government toes the line and
meets a moral commitment to the stunal ace

dent community it mill fail in its most
essential role On this campus.
Ilenry Clay once said. "I’d rather he
right than president." We wish more
student politicians felt the same way.
J .T.

Thrust and Parry

Suppression of Fraud Story Blasted
Daily Should Have Told
Voters About ’Foul Play’

individual members of the SJS faculty

Editor:
It seems to me that some very important
information failed to appear in the Spartan
Daily on the morning of last week’s ASB elections.
When presidential candidate John Bruck.
man informed the Daily that an illegal candidate’s preferential list was to be distributed
on campus Wednesday, shouldn’t the Daily
have immediately notified the students of
such foul play in the mere interest of keeping
the election "clean"?
Then, when several candidates from Sparta
Party confessed to the Daily that their own
party had flagrantly violated election codes
and had exploited their good names to benefit
executive candidates, shouldn’t this matter
have been brought swiftly to the attention of
the voting public?
By withholding this information when you
first received it and by choosing not to print
it when it was relevant, you indirectly aided
certain elements to victory by keeping such
a rigorous "hands off’ policy.
An explanation clearing the Daily’s stand, a
reason for suppressimt vital news, would be
appreciated.
Jeff
A5122

inflitem7ell the election by either using
class time or allowing class time to be
used for the campaign purposes of
y arions can
e hope that those

So pit Rep-Elect Knocks
Daily ’Irresponsibility’

flier-

invol ell in Ilie

elect

stormed the

Daily office to protest such violations.
Very few campaigns were conducted
without charges of violations being
I evied: witness the volume of complaints now before the ’tSR Judiciary.
Many hat e argued that provisions
of the elect’

code. such as the limit

on the number of fliers per candidate,
are impractical. and impossible to enforce. In light of recent experience, we
are inclined to agree.
flow ev er. the fact that laws are nn just in no

as justifies flagrant and in-

tentional disregard for such provisions.
ntil the codes are changed. they must
ctinsidered binding.
There also have been charges that

we rely upon for moral and ethical
stability at this college would not stoop

Pywacket
Bs JIM IlliE
C/ MOUS AL/ .1/N1
Guess who showed up at the College
I Ilion Fridas afternoon. just after the
electiums were "over"? John Hendricks,
former ’t" II president. It seems he’s been
arumnul campus since February or so. I was
ler iii,’ impression lie was graduated
last spring.
*
FRACTIONS
Regardless of whether one believes elec.
cuide rides and ethics are to be followed. why is it a student body president
iian, as in Brockman’s case, be elected by
fewer ihan one-third of the voters? S111111.
Wily should change that rule ill case a
group should take advantage of the situ a lion.

ARSENT-MINDED
. Heard about that infamous preferential candidates list which showed up all
over campus last week? Bill Clark, vice
president-elect_ made the public statement, "If they’re going to pat out a list
sirpporting me. I’m not going to turn it
down." Now if he really represents a re.
sponsible government, why didn’t he
object? lie helped write the election
code. Alaybe he forgot.

"...C’est ... la... guerre ..."

Editor:
At the onset of the election I was planning
to run with Sparta Party because I felt that
political parties are the cure for a "sick"
student government. I dropped from the ranks
of the party because I felt that I was being
used as a tool to build the images of two
executive candidates. The Spartan Daily knew
of the alleged violation of the election code
before the voting took place. Why didn’t
Spartan Daily print this information that
might have changed the election results?
If the Spartan Daily wants to free itself
from the "shackles and chains" of student
government control and assume the responsibility of a truly independent paper, it should
recognize the primary obligation of a paper,
which is to disseminate the campus news
effectively and objectively.
Al Carron
A6246

’Why Did Daily Withhold
Important Information?’
FAIItor:
Without wishing to sound like sour grapes.
I would like to ask the editors and staff of
the Spartan Daily why, in the name of God
and related dieties, did the Daily withhold
from the students the information printed on
Monday, April 24, which did, in fact, indict
several candidates with an affidavit attesting
to alleged violations of the election code, and
which, further, did constitute sufficient
grounds for invalidating the entire election?
It is bad enough for politics to shrink to the
level of faculty coercion and related levels of
political dishonesty, but it is altogether incomprehensible to me that a newspaper, ostensibly responsible to the students, should
knowingly withhold such information on the
rather illogical grounds that It might
"influence" the election. This is tantamount
to refusing to identify a bank robber in a
police lineup because it might prejudice his
cast’.
The fact remains that the Daily did know-

ingly and perhaps with malice aforethought
withhold statements and a written affidavit
from individuals which would have, if printed,
testified to the illegal and fraudulent use of
such devices as the preferential ballot before
the closing of the polls.
This is hardly responsible journalism, and
one begins to wonder if the Daily is, in fact,
ready to govern itself.
William C. Schwent
A10427

Writer Criticizes Daily
On Treatment of His Ad
Editor:
I have a bone to pick with Ble .§,partan
Daily’s treatment of the (apparently unnewsworthy) statement of 85 professors supporting and urging participation in Saturday’s
San Francisco mobilization against the war.
(In case you missed our advertisement, it was
next to "Beau Ties.").
on page seven
The ad, the Daily notifies us, was paid for
by "David Eakin." Technically, that is true.
I did deliver the money and the list of names.
and stubut many other faculty members
dents -- collected the majority of the money
as well as the signatures. Since the whole
thing was an informal, ad hoc endeavor we
suggested that any advertising necessity for
a formal sponsor could be met by calling the
signers "Ad Hoc Faculty Committee in Support of the Mobilization." I regret that the
Daily chose the arbitrarily narrow responsibility for a praiseworthy joint undertaking.
David Eakins
Assistant Professor of History

Student Commends Vista
For Unselfish Activities
Editor:
I would like to extend a compliment to the
VISTA volunteers and the work they are
doing as I viewed it recently at the showing
of the VISTA Documentary film here at SJS.
It left me with a striking impression that in
remote, obscure little places some people are
trying their best to make life more meaningful for those people who don’t have the means
to raise themselves above their environment.
It left me with a very vivid and beautiful
picture of people who are attempting to be
effective by helping others to help themselves.
It seems that in our world, more activity of
this nature should be encouraged.
appreciation,
Vicki Stagg
A8406

Enthusiastic Respondent:
’Thank You, Spartacamp!
Editor:
I had at first intended to write an angry
letter concerning a sentence in the paper last
week quoting me, and stating exactly the
opposite of what I originally had said. Then
I went to Spartacamp. Now I feel as if something more important must he said. I also
think that combatting the evil of the misquoting journalist might be a bit hopeless).
I’m afraid I’m going to sound corny saying it,
but that’s the way it will have to be.
Spartacamp cannot be concretely defined;
it’s a feeling. No - it’s feelings- millions of
them, and not all good feelings. But when
lumped together, they come out magnificently.
Spartacamp is people laughing, crying, loving,
even hating together, but it is people unified
with almost nothing working against that
unity.

There are no students, counselors, faculty,
anti administrators, just human beings.
Spartacamp is an annual unreality that
could never become a daily reality. It’s just
too impractical and too, too easy. And if you
want to thank someone for making it all possible, you just plain don’t know who to thank,
Oh, you can thank the committee and the
chairman and God, but it seems inadequate.
Everyone must be thanked. And that’s even
inadequate. The proper thing to do is say,
"Thank you, SPARTACAMP!" So on behalf of
everyone who got caught in that net (but a
glorious one!), "Thank you, SPARTACAMP!"
Diane Allay and
A5903

New Way of ’Turning On,
Tuning In, Dropping Out’
Editor:
Mistrusting III people who classify, 12)
people who generalize falsely and misleadingly
about things and ideas which they have not
themselves honestly experienced, and (3) people who criticize something outside themselves
for which they have no posit he remedy and in
a light other than an informational one, address this letter to Dr. Cadwallader’s remarks
concerning the "education bag" which I heard
on Monday.
I am in school now because I find a proportionately large number of people of varying beliefs who have something to say, "to
communicate," and because, believing myself
that there should be restored to the "college
community" a voice composed of all its voices
which concerns itself with having an immediate effect on contemporary society, I cannot
help but be involved. I therefore resent a
classification which I feel restricts this voice.
I went to Spartacamp and communicated,
opened my eyes and arms to others regardless
of their bags and found myself turned on to
people and to myself apart from our political
and other too often false-front differences
incidental to basic individual beliefs. When
I talk about political and social issues I am
talking about myself as applied to specific
instances or attitudes. At Spartacamp I talked
about my self that cares to try to understand
similar selves of others apart from the way
they were brought up, dress or wear their hair.
I’d have tried to do the same thing at the
Mobilization or at Sparta Sings, believing that
essentially we all want to do this same thing
regardless of where we find ourselves on the
social gameboard.
My desire then is this: TURN ON to the
possibility of positive effects resulting from
an understanding of opposing views coupled
with a desire to regain a wholly combined
college community voice in a partially deafened society; TUNE IN to ourselves and to a
conscientious availability to all others; DROP
OUT of the smugness of a bag, a verbal or
material costume, and the thought that we
aren’t all in this together just as we always
will be. My hair is long because the wind
blows: My wind is long because I care about
us. How about you?
James Hunt
A8157

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of
II.. odiforial pogo effort students and faculty a
chasm, to *apron their views on campus, local
national or infornational issues. Space Is allows»,
to encourage written debates on such current affairs.
Contributions to Thrust and Parry must not exceed
260 words, must be typewritten, double spaced
within 45.space margins and properly signed with
Hse writer’s name and faculty or AS8 number. The
Daily will not print letters which are libelous, In pow
taste or include a personal attack. The editor reserves the right to edit or cut letters to conform to
space limitations and to arose publication of letters
dealing with subjects he believes have been exhausted.

There’s a group on campus called Student
C
it. It’s supposed to represent the
students. The constitution says it represents the students. The representatives
haven’t read the constitution and they
don’t pay much attention in their political
science chows. So dies don’t know. Or
if they do, they pretend tbey don’t know.
It’s a lot more fun not to know you’re
supposed to represent the people. That
way you can play power games and stuff.
Games like put Dr. Bronson on the
stand and see how long he will stay up
there while we hug him with petty ques)i
o(ir
tis.
another game called the money game.
The Ski Team showed us a film of what
they do. The Rifle Team only brought a
speaker. Let’s give the Ski Team money.
They’re prettier.
Or the game called tune-out -when -Phil thing al
Phil
Whitten tunes in F
Whitten . Never used to pay attention to
us on our Wednesday afternoon playdays.
Used to conie tip with all sorts of stupid
things such as Vietnam and student govlit, and library hours and experit.
mental college.
We’d rather have fun arguing for three
hours whether or not it takes a limit on
debate or a move to recess to go to dinner.
We’d rather go home after dinner than
s of aftergo hack and play. Three 1
is enough. We’re all tired
noon play
out.
We’re pretty tired at the end of tune
semester of Wednesday playdays, too. We
meetings
don’t really care about co
or special sessions of council. So we don’t
go.
But after sonic bail publicity front the
newspaper, we’d better start showing up
for council meetings. Or no one will vote
for us.
But does it really matter in the end?
I mean not that many voters turn out for
elections. They don’t care, so why should
we care about them? You know what I
mean.
Not only that, hut all of us who are in
now are gonna stay in. We’ll get the right
votes. get our fraternity brothers and dorm
mates to vote for us. Get right back in
and perpetuate the system of lion -caring,
apaihy. indecis’ .
I mean at least that way we don’t have
to listen to what people on campus want.
We don’t hase to worry about "responsibility to the %titers." We keep the same
in-group, keep the same groovy system
going. We don’t have to care. And we get
the prestige and the office 011 our school
record. Looks pretty good, you know, and
there’s nothing we have to do.
Nnw not all of us are like this. There
are a couple of other people who haven’t
learned yet. or don’t want to learn. They
get some programs through. They really
work hard. They don’t know how little
they really have to do. Red -hots we call
them. We try to train them. Pull a couple
of parliamentary tricks on them to keep
them in line. Stop them from getting programs and bills through until it’s really
too late and the excitement has died down
and no one cares.
See, if they got these programs through, we
might have to work. They’d get us to work
in booths and stuff. It’s too much to do,
believe me.
I mean we’ve all got other obligations.
Have to make appearances in class sometimes.
We don’t expect the system to change.
Not the way we’re working it.
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orld -Wide
In WSsIIINGTON Pe itt a g on
sources say U.S. air strikes against
MIG airfields most sensitive military move this year . . . also in
WASHINGTON Defense Department admits it may have undercoimated Vietnam fighting costs
(ilk year. . . .
Cassius Clay has last again.
I probably for good. The Supreme
Court in WASHINGTON rejected
his latest plea to keep from induction . . . in GREECE King
Constantine will preside at meeting of new military government by
end of week. . . .
,
WARSAW, Poland reports medical oddity. A 13--year-old girl gave
, birth to a healthy baby, no more
details . . . TOKYO reports Japan
will have a tournist deficit this
year. . .
In WASHINGTON rumbles of
nationwide
trucking
and
rail
strikes emerged again, rail nego.
tiations in a state of collapse.
SACRAMENTO reports that
Gov. Reagan getting assurances
that there is no immediate clanger
of flooding in Sacramento and San
Joaquin Valleys. . . .
In BONN, Germany LBJ carried
America’s consolences on death of
Konrad Adenauer while looking
out for possible assassins who

Job-Seeking Irony

Information on Teachers’ Salaries
Unobtainable in Single Publication
By P,%Titicit SINGLETON
Spartan Dally Staff Writer

salaries when interviewing tor a
job.
Corona Unified School District
It is ironic that while a great
deal of information is available to, in Southern California is at the
the job-seeking teacher, not so top of the list of 11 districts studreadily available is something of led, with a beginning salary of
tremendous importance to all edu- $6000 for a B.A. degree and no
teaching experience (hereafter recators.
ferred to as step I). It also leads
Int orm a ti on on t ea cher sala
scales is unobtainable in a simple, the group, at $6720, for a B.A. and
30 units without prior experience
single publication.
At least, practical explanations (hereafter referred to as step H).
of teacher salary scales are not
easy to find.

If the prospective teacher is fortttnate enough to find brochures
listing salary scales, he also may
Phoi.o by Ken Jones
find so many discrepancies and
cross references that he is thorDRUGS AND NARCOTICS were the topics of a panel discussion
oughly confused.
held at Jonah’s Wail last Friday night. An ex -addict Beth Rosario
He decides to take what seems
is pictured speaking to the group, while other panel members
reasonable as is salary for a be(left to right) Robert Eastman, Father Kenneth Schildt, and Andy
ginning teacher, consequently, he
Claussen listen.
may sign a contract resulting in
a lower salary that he could have
obtained had more organized salary information been available.
Small school districts which cannot afford to pay teachers attracihredi"Pd him Compiled (roan AP tive salaries find ways to recruit
new personnel in spite of the low
lt.% BRUCE ANDERsON
Emphasizing that a high per- i
salaries offered.
spartan Daily Staff Writer
centime of those who start with r
VARIED BROCHURES
"I used to be hot on marijuana, lesser drugs such as marijuana
What results many times is a
but now I’m too hot on life and often go on to "hard stuff" such
as heroin, Robert Eastman, supervariety of brochures from these
living to let lesser things interintendent of the San Jose Juvenile
Problems and procedures of ob- districts stressing features of the
fere," an ex-addict told 100 people Hull, spoke on legal enforcement taining patents, and various ways
districts other than the salary
last Friday night at Jonah’s Wail. of drug abuse.
of retaining or assigning toyalty scales.
Mts. Beth Rosario, a former
Father Kenneth .Schildt, an rights will be discussed tomorrow
This confusing situation can
addict who took part in a panel Episcopal minister who is on the afternoon at 2:30 in Cafeteria force beginning teachers to corndiscussicn on drugs and narcotics council for drugs abuse, gave some Room A.
pare school district salary scales,
at the coffee house, was one of theological comments on drugs.
James Fulleylove of the Re- step by step, during interviews
five panel members.
Stating that some thugs such search Corporation of New York with representatives from school
Speaking on the medical aspects as marijuana and LSD can be will be on campus to explain these districts.
of Mugs war Dr. Robert L. Dennis beneficial. Andy Clausson, local problems and to answer any quesThe following comparisons are
M.D. Hr told thc audience that poet, wits also a panel member.
tions pertinent to the subject.
offered as a guide to those seeking
lesser drugs are not physically
After each panelist spoke the
The meeting is open to inter- a reasonable understanding of
harmful but can become psychol- discussion was opened to the audi- ested faculty, administrators and teacher salary schedules put out by
ogically addictive.
ence.
students.
the school districts in California.
Eleven districts are considered,
and it is suggested that perspective teachers follow the same type
of comparative study of district

’Too Hot on Life for Drugs,’
Ex-Dope Addict Tells Students

N

.Y. Researcher
To Review Patents

AA. Can Help All, Even Students
By MEGAN KNOX.
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
College students love to drink.
Widespread drinking of alcoholic
beverages on the nation’s hundreds
of university and college campuses
is not a little known fact. But
even in "social drinking" there lies
a great danger.
"Hello, my name is Cliff. For
34 years, since I was 15, I had
been using what I had mentally
and physically, to drink. I was
going out of my mind- --I can’t
drink and I can’t live without it."
"Hello, Cliff," the room’s members answered.
ALL ALCOHOLICS
Every single member of the 50odd congregation was an alcoholic.
The meeting was like every other
of the 55 meetings that are held
weekly in the San Jose area alone,
(some very near the campus)
sponsored by a group known as the
Alcoholics Anonymous, or
The first speaker, and every
speaker at every A.A. meeting,

begins with one standard line:
"Hello, my name is so-and-so,
and I’m an alcoholic."
Then he says exactly what he
feels like saying. What he usually
likes to tell is the story of his
drinking, and how he came into
the A.A.
"Hello, my name is Jane. I was
drunk one night and I got in an
auto accident. They ruled me insane and put me in Agnew. All
I can remember is the terror and
fear of the experience. The nightmares and the knowledge the
world was locked out. But I was
O.K., I told myself. I’m not like
the others."
It is a strange society. In a
smoke-filled meeting room in San
Jose, you can glance around the
room and see many groups of
people, all types.
The A.A. members are as diverse and exclusive as a classified
telephone book. There are young
men--and old men. Some A.A.’s
aren’t much over 30 and others

are well over 50. They are well-todo looking and businessman-looking. Some look like workers and
some like bums.
WOMEN ALSO
The women, and there are women in this organization, look like
mothers and housewives or working girls. Some look "hand" or
dissolute.
The alcoholic can’t fight it all.
He simply can’t fight the cunning, baffling, powerful force of
alcohol. It’s a spiritual drowning.
The true alcoholic builds barriers between himself and people.
He can’t blame himself, so he
blames other peoplehis family,
his wife, his friends. They suffer, too.
The "Skid Row" for alcoholics
isn’t in the gutter. It can be found
wherever there is a bottle of booze.
It can have its roots in the high
school or college. It can end up
at the top of the Mark Hopkins
in San Francisco, Post Street in
San Jose, or right next door.

srARYAN BAIT-T-41
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placed ninth. at ti1J7 in the -sup
II" column.
El Rancho Unified Sehool Dix trict in Southern California placed
ninth in the "step I" column at
$5700 and seventh in the "step II"
column at $6304.
Northern Humboldt School District in Northern California placed I
tenth in the "step I" column at
$5440, and tenth in the "step If
column at $6100.
Exeter School District in SouthNEXT ON LIST
ern California is placed eleventh it;
Next on the list is the Centinela
the "step I" column at $5400 toil
Valley School District, paying
eleventh in the "step II" eoluien
$6000 for a candidate under step I.
at $5600.
However, it is placed fifth in the
CLOSE ATTENTION
"step II" column, at $6468.
Palos Verdes Peninsula Unified
Any district salary scale deSchool District in Southern Cali- mands close attention to be meanfornia is placed third in the "step ingful in relationship to other di,
I" column at $5850. It is moved (Het scales.
into second place, however, in the
The teacher with only a B.A. de"step II" column, at $6681.
gree would begin at $100 less anThe ABC Unified School District nually, starting at New Haven Uniin Southern California is placed fied in Nort hem California than if
fourth in the "step I" column with he had started with the same Qua)a starting salary of $5825, and is ifications at Hayward Unified in
moved to a listing of sixth place Northern California. However, the
in the "step II" column at $6450 teacher with a B.A. plus 30 units
as a starting salary.
would have this situation reversed,
Haywant Unified School District anti would start at $225 more anin Northern California is placed nually in the New Haven Unified
fifth in the "step I" column with a District than he would with the
starting salary of $5825, but is same qualifications in the Haymoved to a listing of eighth In the ward Unified District.
step II " column, at $6300.
Since the budgeting of the variThe Bonita Unified School Dis- ous school districts reflects nutrict in Southern California is merous discrepancies in teacher
placed sixth in the "step I" col - salaries, the beginning teacher
umn at $5800 and is ranked third learns to compare for himself the
In the "step II" column, at $6554. many salary scales, step by step
and district to district, to gain the
SEVENTH PLACE
The New Haven Unified School greatest monetary advantages for
District in Northern California is which he qualifies,

placed seventh in the "step I" column at $5725, and occupied fourth
place in the "step II" -column at
$6525.
West Covina Unified School District in Southern California placed
eighth, with a beginning salary ot
$5720 in the "step I" column. It

Library Exhibit
"Advetiising and Editorial Design,"

an exhibit

of conuneicial

art prints, is currently being shown
in the maM Art Gallery A129, anti
will be displayed through Friday,
May 3. Gallery hours are 9-4 p.m.
on

week

days

and

1-5 p.m. on

Sunday.
This is a display by the commercial art students of Samuel Srtudt_
lecturer in art, and Ronald Cerraher, assistant ptolessor of all

JET
NEW YORK
Leave June 17
from Oakland
non stop-one way

$ 8 940
Spacial charier for studants,
faculty and thiair immidiat*
farndies.

Call-297-8000
Prof. David Meg.
c/o San Jose Travel Service
223 S. 1st St.
San Jose

Craig Portable Tape Player
The Craig Model 212 is a compact all transistor tape recorder. Small, light weight, and easy to handle, you can
take it almost anywhere. The Craig Model 212 features a
two speed tape setting, switch -on microphone with optional
telephone pick-up accessory and Capstan -drive with automatic volume control.

’Hairy-Legged’ Beauty Wins

You can see the Craig Portable at Campi’s.

By BILL GALSTAN

Walker was named after Candy
cleft -chinned Peters, Royce Hall, was crowned
queen. Several girls from the three
beauty entrant was led to receive
women’s dorms were entered. A
her prize attired in a well -filled
vote from the men’s dorms decided
P.E. sweatshirt, pink miniskirt, the winner,
wig, gym socks and football cleats
"Georgina Knubie" was given the
Saturday night.
award because of her popularity at
"She" was George Walker, alias Allen Hall. Beauty finalists were:
Georgina Knubie, who received kl Sandy Rainy, Washburn; Joy Catbouquet of white carnations at the terlin, Royce; and Ingrid Lundcrowning of Miss Residence Hall quist, Hoover. The contest was
Queen. Walker, president of Allen sponsored by Inter-Dormitory
Hall, received the "special entrant" Council and marked the highlight
award.
of Playday.
The hairy-legged,

only

$3995

Campi Iitu-dc Co.
60 S. First St.

36 Valley Fair

293-9290

243-8210

CHEMISTS, B.S.
Research, Quality Control,
Pharmaceutical Development

LIBERAL ARTS, MARKETING

Vai,41ki N’%lsCI
1-V44s Aireflktoto,
lt.e.skkt

Medical Service Representative
This year’s graduating students will be involved in many areas of activity at Syntex. We are a rapidly expanding ethical pharmaceutical company located on the
beautiful San Francisco peninsula.
An outstanding international research reputation is being established by today’s
young scientists in steroid chemistry, molecular and hormone biology, and pharmaceutical development.
Major contributions have been made to medical science, including highly effective new anti-inflammatory medicines and the synthesis of the first orally active pro gestational agent which became a basic ingredient in oral contraceptives. This creative environment also includes institutes of clinical medicine and animal health, a new
pharmaceutical production complex, and an international pharmaceutical marketing

We’ll put this book on the shelf for you.

organization.
development opportunities in Palo Alto or in learning more about marketing opportunities with physicians throughout the United States, arrange today for an interview
with our representatives. They will be on campus Wednesday. May 3.
If you are interested in exploring our research, quality control and pharmaceutical
If an interview cannot be arranged, we would be delighted to receive your resume
or inquiry. Robert P. Dilks, Employment Manager.
Palo Alto

Stanford Industrial Park

SYNTEX

linu;
OMNI’

An Equal Opportunity Employer

When you go on VACATION, your Tenplan
Checking Account can stay with us, free.
With this new "dormant account" service, no
minimum balance is required. No service
charges will be made during the summer
not even on accounts with a zero balance.
"Dormant account" service is automatic
for returning students and faculty members.
In the fall, your account will be waiting.
Just make a deposit, and it’s ready to use.

Bank of America
6
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I- and 2 -Bedroom
Apartments

Intramurals

$90

I WALNUT GROVE
APARTMENTS
Only seven rninutiss fro.,
campus by car.

call
297-1430 or 253-2213
4=1.. M..1M, .1=10.1=0.11=1..4110o4Mr

-

ClOody 57en I
9th & William
287-1340

By JIM STREET
Spartan Daily Sports Editor

SOFTBALL

from

+1=1,

ctreet:44 Corner

Four intramural fast pitch games
rained out last week were played
Friday afternoon at the south campus. sigma Pi outscored Delta Sigma Phi 11-10 for its second highscoring victory in two days. Thursday the hard-hitting nine scored a
12-1 win over Sigma Nu.
titter Friday contests were Kappa Sigma over Theta Xi 9-6 and
Kappa Alpha edged Theta Chi 3-2.
Alpha Tau Omega won by forfeit
Lambda Chi Alpha.
4011..

THE PLACE
TO LIVE
THIS SUMMER
Close to campus
Summer rates
One bedroom apartment $75
Two bedroom apartment $100

Phone now to reserve your apartment
.11M.4

GRADUATING?
PUT YOUR
VEST SUIT

FORWARD

Photo by Lew Armistead

Tucker gets
PICTURE OF FORM Dwight
ready to lift his legs over The high bar during
the SJS-Cal dual met in Berkeley Saturday.

Tucker cleared 6.6, but placed third in the cornpetition.

Tennis Club
Plays Tribe
At Stanford

The Bears broke the Spartans’ winning streak. but SJS also
managed to do some "streak ending’. itself. Cal had reeled off
phs until the team of ken Shack29 consecutive mile relay tr.
elford. Bob Talmadge, Evans and Smith ended the mark.
In the relay, Cal’s Larry Hengl managed to do ,omething
not many people are able to dopass Tomes! ! SMilll. It is probably- something Hengl will talk about for a long time. but lie
will also probably fail to mention Smith was feeling ill before
the race and was run ll i ll g somewhere in the vicinity of threefourths speedif that much.
When liengl eased ahead with about 50 yards remaining,
Smith calmly moved out to win easily.

After an unsuccessful tour of
Arizona last week, the Spartan
racketeers return to somewhat
friendly ground this afternoon.
The Sparta travel to Stanford
University to meet the highlyregarded Indians in a 2:30 p.m.
affair.
SJS comes home Thursday to
,ntertain the University of Santa
Clara at 2:30 p.m.
This afternoon coach Butch
lirikorian will go with his normal six of Greg Shephard, Gordy
Miller, Steve Jones, Bill Price,
iosh DeGuchi and Mary Parsons.
The featured match will pit the
Spartans’ No. 1 man, Shephard,
against the Indians’ best, Brian
Leek.
The Santa Clara match will be
the Spartans’ final dual competition of the season as they turn
to tournament play.
Next week the Sparta will travel
to Alpine for the California State
Tournament and entertain the
WCAC Tourney starting May 5.
In their three-match tour of
Arizona, SJS managed to win only
one contest. a 5-4 conquest of Arizona State University, which later
gained revenge beating the Sparts.
The other contest resulted in a
7-2 lost to the University of Santa
Clara.
Miller paced the San Jose effort,
winning two of three matches in
singles competition.
In a match between nationally
ranked players, the Spartans’
Shephard fell before Don Farmer,
a Texas import playing for Arizona.

It is easy to understand ashy Cal won in studying ilw statistics. Eight Cal traeksters scored all-time best- and Rao others
tied their all -times. Ott the other hand. Si S managed 011ly 0111.
all-time best and that Valli(’ from Talmadge in the final event,
the mile relay, lie flashed a 48 flat quarter-mile.

Spartan Rifle Team Captures
NorCal Intercollegiate Title

Photo by Lew Armistead

JET TO EUROPE
THIS SUMMER

EUROPE
’67
999
From

inc. tax

JET ROUND TRIP
CHARTERED FLIGHT

(tor ’fete college students,

Job-seekers, here’s the look: Natural shoulder suit in the all -season fabric, Hopsack ...
with the important vest!
79.50

Buy what you need to
make a good first impression
use convenient Roos/Atkins
SUPER/CHARGE
All you need is your Reg. Card!

faculty

From Lot Angeles to London:
via 707 Jot
Prom Oetland to Brussels:
via 707 Jet ($437)

and their immdiate families)

June 13-Sept. 5

June 20Aug. 30

From San Francisco
to Madrid, London or Paris:
($476.50) Group flight.

June 15Sept. 6

Prof. David Maga
1526 Arbutus Dr., S.J.
264-9275 after 8 p.m.
MO Oafs

SJS’ rifle team finished its most
successful season last weekend, by
winning the 1966-67 Northern California Intercollegiate Rifle Conference title.
The Spartans dumped the University of California at Davis.
1436-1409, behind the clutch performance of the second squad for
the victory.
Sue Meek headed the Spartan
effort with a 295 score of a possible 300. Ron Tambussi had 289,
Bob Walton 271 and Kirk Clyman 269,
Meek fired a perfect score
READY FOR TAKEOFF
In in Miss
the kneeling position and follust a few seconds Chris Pap- lowed with a strong 56 score in
anicolaou was airborne and the standing competition.
shooting for over 16 feet in the
Dr. Les Stephenson’s squad
pole vault at Saturday’s track needed a good performance by its
meet in Berkeley. The Greek second liners before it could claim
vaulter took first place with a the victory.
Bob Leverton paced the Sparleap of 16.51/2, almost two feet tans’ second team scores with a
better than the previous SJS- 286 mark, lie was closely followed
1,y Will Merriel who had 285, John
Cal dual meet record.
Ankunding with 281 and Cris
Wells, 269.
Miss Meek, Tambussi, Walton

_
SCREEN
SCENES
STUDIO

PM South First

Air and land arrangements by:
SAN JOSE TRAVEL SERVICE
223 S. First St., S.J.
297-8000

college sponsored or controlled.

plus
"PENELOPE"
Studnt Discount Rates

TROPICAIRE

N. S
1969 Alum Rock
"IS PARIS BURNING?"
plus

One of the best soccer teams in
history will be unveiled Friday night in Spartan Stadium
when Coach Julie Menendez sends
his kickers against a strong alumni
team. Game time is 8 p.m.
With such returning stars as
Henry Camaeho. Frank MamtMla
and Gully lacini, the SpIrtana will
he battling last year’s Nat inn’
Champion University of San Francisco for the conference title again
in the fall.
SJS lost only two games last
year and both were 2-1 to tip,
Dons.
SJS’

"ONE OF
THE YEAR’S
10 BEST
FILMS!"

1

552 S. Bascom
BURBANK
295-7238
San Jose
A Carlo Pont’ Production

BLOW-UP

COLOR

CROWTHER,
N.Y TIMES

STARTS THURS.

VC)VVGAE.

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT

21/1160

24th SMASH WEEK

WINNER OF 2 ACADEMY AWARDS

TROPICAIRE

"BEST STORY-SCREENPLAY"
S. Scree.

1969 Alum Rock

"BEST FOREIGN FILM"

"A MAN AND A WOMAN"

ADULTS
ONLY

"DEADLIER THAN THE MALE"

Name

plus
"HOMBRE" with Paul Newman

Address

EL RANCHO

City

794.2041

%sive
Alma & Vine

-ALAMO" and "THE CHASE"
Mena

IN SAN JOSE: FIRST AND SANTA CLARA

Soccer Team Plays
Alumni Saturday

ripst.ST FORE’ N AND DOMESTIC FILMS

1433 TM MEM

"MUD"

Plese send me information on sirs Her flights to Europ.

ROOS ATKINS

and Clyman are the top perfortners for the Spartan squad this
season with consistent scores.
Miss Meek, a junior and the
only female member of the SJS
club, has set nine national marks
in the last twi seas,ms.

//acenedie ).’(t/ .1-1redieJ
lrr

292-6775

"DOCTOR YOU’VE GOT
TO BE KIDDING"

June 17-Aug. 29

From San Francisco
to Madrid, London or Paris:
($476.50) Group flight.

Call or Write

Cal’s track team is not normally 20 points better than S.IS but Saturday, in its friendly confines of EtIvLards Stadium.
it was.
straight dual 111cc-I as iii-,
In ending the Spartans run of
the Bears, for all causes, clinched the an In hy the time the fourth
track event had been completed.
The biggest pueliologiNot I
1-v.ise, but
eal booster of the day cause ill the third track eLerrt %deli the
Spartans’ Iiiikey Rogers was upset by lam kirtman and l’auld
McCrary. %Ito just managed to nose Rogers out at the tape in the
high hurdles.
.1 he mew’
41
Rogers is not one to offer excuses. but it
that he hall just completed a jump in the long jump %% hen it as
time to run in the high hurdles,
tie started fast and held the lead after the first hurdles, but
the fresh Cal duo closed quickly and got the nod.
It was the second of three 1-2 finishes for Cal. at a point
where it was vital for the Spartans to capture the lop piact
Not only did Rogers place tin ml, but injured his thigh and
had to finish his long jumping with the leg wrapped.
With all the jumping around after the high hur4114.- It’, many,
of the Cal team, it was not difficult to sense that Cal had 1144.
momentunaand the leadto a.’c [dish a feat that had beer!
absent since 1957.
Lee Evans attempted to get the Spartans g g with a big
win in the 440 and Tommie Smith made the score clo-er as ills a
win in the 100, but Cal swept the 8811 and it was all over.

J..11n Wyna ...

Madan Biando

EXCLUSIVE
NOW
ENGAGEMENT
PLATING
ri , S. st.
bss
MAUD BERTHELSEN "BEST ACTRESS" S.F FILM FESTIVAL

"EPILOGUE"
CO-HIT

"NUDE IN CHARCOAL"

ifADULTS
ONLY
_ _
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What, No Rain?

CIGS

Horsehiders Finally Play Indians
The continuous rains that have
wowed SJS athletic events to a
standstill have proven to be beneficial to the rested Spartan baseball club as it entertains the rugged Stanford Indians today at 3
p.m. on the Municipal Stadium
diamond.
Idle since last Monday, the
Spartan nine has had time to heal
various wounds while still keeping
a sharp edge on its play for the
No. 2 nationally ranked Indians.
"Postponements because of the
rain has given us an opportunity
to rest up and get over some of
the injuries we had sustained during the past month," coach Ed
Soliczak stated.
NEED REST
The Spartans will need their
best performance of the year to
whip the talented Indians, and
Sobezak hopes the week-long rest
will net just such a performance.
Rod Christiansen Is the probable

starter for SJS and Sobczak
pointed out that his entire pitching staff is in top condition for
the first time in over a month.
Christiansen has h u r led only
14-1 3 innings for a 1-1 record this
season because of a sore arm, but
his arm is healthy once again and
Sobczak is looking for him to return to his early season form.
Bat terymate for Christiansen
will be Ray Valconesi, the club’s
leading hitter. The stocky receiver
has recorded 11 hits for a .306
batting average and a tie for the
runs batted in lead with six.
The Spartan infield will start
with Bart Spina at first, co-captain Tony Hernandez at second,
John Bessa at shortstop, and Tom
Brandi will cover third base.
Spina is recovering from a
sprained ankle suffered against St.
Mary’s last week, but should be
in top shape for today’s battle. He
is second to Valconesi in batting
with a .292 average on 13 hits
and seven runs.

One Day Service
Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty

10% DISCOUNT
WITH ASH CARD

Hernandez has had his trouble
with the bat so far this season. but I
his .217 average hides the fact
that he has been effective in the
clutch. He has scored eight runs
while compiling 10 hits.
But, it is Tony’s fielding that
has aided the Spartans, as he has
committed only two miscues for
a team-leading .970 percentage.
WARMED BAT
Brandi has warmed up at but
the last month and has raised his
average to .273. Bessa has also
been stinging the ball and has a
.266 average with 13 hits, eight
runs, three doubles, one home run
and six runs batted in.
Starting outfielders for SJS will
be Bruce Young or Charlie Nave
in left, Bob Burrill in center, and

Loaded with a group of LtTidclers off of the 1966 varsity and a
handful of professional players, the
Alumni football squad begins its
one-week practice session Monday
for the May 6 Alumni contest.
Leading coach Bob Titehenal’s
veterans Will be the quarterbackduo that sparked the 1966 Alumni
to a 28-21 victory. Ken Berry and

The former Spartan basketball
star was second to Cox in both receptions and yards gained last
year. He was signed by the San
Diego Chargers during his junior
year and will be reporting to
rookie camp this summer.
Linebacker Tom was signed by
the Philadelphia Eagles, also during his junior year and will be

400 E. Santa Clara

293.1030

BILLIARD PARLOR
STUDENT RATES AVAILABLE
WITH ASB CARD. MON -THURS.
50c PER HOUR. PER PERSON,
EXPIRES JUNE 8. 1967

1,601,WeleWoVeiteWoWle*Weliecrts.4.106,15-rotl

IT’S EUROPE
THIS YEAR . . .
off to Europe you go for 22 days on our hest
planned tour. Enjoy the charm of the past,
the beauty of Europe, with this fantastic offer:

FRANKFURT$338 total
AMSTERDAM$320 total
TRIP INCLUDES:
KEN BERRY
- to QB Alumni

Round trip air fare
A Volkswagen for three weeks waiting for you at the
airport

_

--

Chom Gallegos will share the quar- playing his first game since an
terback position once again in an operation on the knee injured last
effort to repeat last year’s of- year in the Brigham Young game.
fensive show.
A pair of former Spartan rushGallegos, the No. 1 passer for the ing stars, Walter Roberts and
Si.
semi -pro San Jose Apaches, threw Charley Harraway will be leading
for 169 yards on 10 of 16 comple- the offensive segment for the
219 Town & Country Village
74 W. San Carlos
tions last year. Berry, the top Alumni. Both play for the ClevePhone 241-2100
Phone 297-1700
Spartan thrower for 1963-65 and land Browns, Roberts as a split
the holder of most of SJS’ passing end, and Harraway at fullback.
11111111111111111,1111111111mitimmi00111100000000010101100010111110in= records before Danny Holman’s
Brent Berry, a 6-4, 250 tackle
arrival, hit on six of 14 attempts for the 1965 Spartan squad, is
THE SACRAMENTO AIR MATERIEL AREA AT
for 49 yards in his first game as presently San Diego Charger propMcCLELLAN AIR FORCE BASE NEAR SACRAMENTO,
erty. Also on the Southland AFL
an Alumni.
CALIFORNIA, ANNOUNCES CAMPUS INTERVIEWS FOR
Some of the top players com- team is halfback John Travis, a
INDUSTRIAL,
for
the
first
starter for the 1966 Alumni backpeting for the Alumni
ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC,
time are 1966 Spartan Stars S. T. field.
MECHANICAL, AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERS
Other pros are 1964 grad Jim
Saffold, Steve Cox, Sam Moore,
For Support Functions for the ATLAS, TITAN, THOR, and
Martin Baccaglio, and Mel Tom. Ross, now playing for the Denver
APOLLO PROGRAMS
Cox, the most valuable player Broncos, and 6-2, 195 offensive
for the varsity last year, and hol- end Jim Cadile, a member of the
Salary Schedules Start At
der of most of SJS’ receiving Chicago Bears.
S6,387-$7,729 per year
marks, lagged 10 receptions for
Defensive end Chuck Elder was
Rapid Advancement to
the most valuable player for the
115 yards in the 1966 contest.
$9,001 -$ I 0,481 levels
Another receiver who aided Hol- Alumni last year and will be back
ADMINISTRATIVE TRAINEE POSITIONS Are In Such Fields As:
man in becoming the top passer this year to shoot for a repeat
in the nation last year was Saffold. performance.
LOGISTICS SUPPORT
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
***********************************************
CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION
TECHNICAL SUPPLY SUPPORT
MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS
Hotel accommodations for your full stay in Germany

Claire 5ravel Service

CONVERSE COURT STAR
BLACK TENNIS SHOES

Reg. $8.45

CONSULT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND TO ARRANGE FOR INTERVIEW APPOINTMENTS
niuntininumunituitiM11t000100001111111111111111111111111100010110000

Also Featuring
Converse All Stars

Reed’s SPORT SHOP
3151 Alum Rock Ave.

258-5305

***************** ***************************4* k I

24c

2 Bars Ivory Soap

Sc

Ajax Cleanser

5c

Crest large size

29c

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.
Ross Randall closely watches a practice
CURVE DARN IT!
putt go awry before preparing for one of the Spartans’ matches.
Not many of his close putts miss, however, as Randall has led
SJS to an undefeated dual meet season. The Spartans meet Santa
Clara today at Spring Valley in one of their toughest matches
of the year.

and request the old,
songs on the NEW

MEM
1170
RADIO

what; the tumber?

Call

Rapport’s
Downtown Headquarters
for
Hopsack-Cords
Levifi Sta-Press pants
Levifi women’s jeans
in a variety of colors
Men’s and women’s moccasins
Van Heusen shirts
Suede western boots
and a
large line of western wear.

BALANCED TEA M
Heading the Broncos attack will
be Neil Woodruff, while the Spartans will base their attack on a
balanced team headed by Ross
Randall.
Also handling the driving, chipping and putting chores for SJS
will be Craig Harmon, Bob Eastwood, Ken Slasor, Tom O’Kane
and Dick McClean.
The Indians are primed to upset the Spartans and if the first
season match gives any indication,
they stand a good chance. It took
a two under par total by the entire SJS team to win 1612-101,, at
Almaden Country Club,

Rapport’s
Just3 Blocks From Campus
241 S. First
Bank.Nmericard
1st National Charge
_

11111.1b

272-0111

San Jose
for your favorite songs!

The battle will he large for the
Spartans today as they tangle the
Broncos on a course that has become anything but friendly. SJS
has not beaten Santa Clara on its
home course in three years, and
the last time the Spat-tans accomplished the feat was in an undefeated season.
Santa Clara was the fifth dual
meet victim of SJS earlier this
season, but Coach Jetty Vroom
warned, "They will he much
tougher on their home course.
"I sure hope we go into the
Stanford match undefeated," the
coach added.

0

4th & William
6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor
1 3$h & Julian

you can call

-..

.----

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

k.

,

,

4.98

APPLICATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED FROM STUDENTS
WHO WILL RECEIVE THEIR BACHELORS OR MASTERS
DEGREE BY JUNE, 1967
U.S. Civil Service Procedures Apply
U.S. Citizenship Required
An Equal Opportunity Employer
A RECRUITING REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE ON CAMPUS
FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEWS ON FRIDAY, APRIL 28

1 Box Cheer Soap

On
Sale
At

ACCOUNTANTS Salary Schedule Starts At:
$6,211-$7,090 per year
Rapid Advancement to
$7,959-$9,221 levels

10c

2 Rolls Paper Towels 19c

LARGE BATTLE

FROM NEW YORK TO:

Salary Schedules Start At
$5,33 I -$6,451 per year
Rapid Advancement to
$7,696-$9,221 levels

2 Rolls Toilet Paper

One ()I the most important
weeks of the golf season starts
today for the Spartan linksters
as they attempt to close the dual
season undefeated.
Tough Santa Clara poses one of
the key problems to the Spartans
in a match at Spring Valley Country Club today at 1 p.m. In the
final dual match of the year, lii
Spartans meet strong Stanford on
the Indians’ home course Fricho

4th & SANTA CLARA ST.
Open until 3 a.m.
297.9657
SAN JOSE

5c

3 Hershey Bars

Crucial Week
Starts Today
For Linksters

The
CIRCUS

10c

Kleenex

Alumni Gridders Sprinkled
With Former 5)5 Greats

Art Cleaners
"Work of Art"

15’

Fred Luke in right. Burt-ill is
hitting .261 with five rbi’s, while
Luke sports a .276 average.
Leading the Spartan hurlers in
earned run average is Bob Holmes.
Holmes is just recovering from
arm miseries and has a 0.45 ERA
with a 1-1 won-lost mark. He has
yielded only one earned run in 20
innings and has recorded 17 strikeouts.
CLOSE SECOND
Reliever George Tattler is a close
second to Holmes with a 0.60 ERA.
He has given up one run in 15
innings for a 1-0 record. SJS’ top
winner, Pete Hoskins, has a fine
.2.92 ERA while compiling a 3-3
record. He leads the Spartans with
40 innings pitched and 27 strikeouts.

..
Phone Orders 297-8421

TIC S
1 ACCIS
You could fly to Mexico to get
authentic Mexican food ...
but it’s easier to go to Tico’s.
4th and St. James

li-SPARTAN DAILY

XEROX" COPIES

T"edaY APril "

Spartaguide

10c each

Spatial CroatIty Diaconate
No Wolfing
Copies AayfkIng Priated

RENT
(student rates)

t6

Lat. model standard
Nsw portables
Rntal.purchas
Fro. dolivry
--

OFICE MACHINES
t6 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
295.6765

TODAY
tidied Air Lines Stewardess
Orientation Meeting, 7 p.m.. Kappa
Kappa Gamma sorority hou.se. 360
S. 11th. Girls interested in becoming stewardesses should attend
this meeting.
Persian Club, 2:30 p.m., Cafeteria faculty room. An art exhibit
will be featured.
Seraper Fidel. Society, 6 p.m.,
HEL Students interested or enrolled in United States Marine
Corps Officer Candidate programs
are welcome.
Conservation Club, 1:30 p.m.,
S227. Field trip plans will be discussed.
Society of Automotive Engineers
7:30 p.m.. E207.
Newman (’enter, 79 South Fifth

New at State Rexall
fine ,electiim id parlor games
featuring such lasorites as:
Ionapols : for pollen tia I t ycoons
,ralthle: for the slicaltulary wizards
I .11(’‘,: for tlic a-tate
and
Checkers: for thaw that love ace

State Rexall Drugs
270 E. Santa Clara
286-9494. - Prescriptions

what
Hod is
religion?

Street. Maas at 4 p.m., dinner at
5 p.m., and a program on Japan
Nominations for the American delegate to the Central Labor
at 7 p.m.
German Table, noon, southeast
Twelve fellowships, each worth Federation of Teachers (AFT) Council.
Nominations for divisional repcorner of the cafeteria.
$2,000, are available for the 1967- Executive Council at SJS yielded
representatives were as follows:
Circuit. Castallan o, 8 p.m..
to
assist
in
the
E8 academic year
one nominee for each position at a humanities and arts, Dr. Rex BurED100.
preparation of professional per- recent AFT meeting.
bank (English) science and matheTOMORROW
sonnel in the education of handiDr. John Galm, current Art matics, Dr. Marvin ShrewsSociety for Advancement of capped children who are mentally president and SJS English profes- bury (physiology); engineering,
Does it offer solutions
Management, 7:30 p.m., Sweden the fellowships and a stipend of sor, was renominated for the presi- Dr. David Mage (chemical engito daily problems?
neering); business, Dr. Leon Lee
House, (Behind Sears). Stewart hearing impairments.
Can religion meet
dency of the local.
(Manpower administration); eduBlake from the Stanford research
humanity’s needs in
All tuition and fees are paid by
"Like other faculty organiza- cation, Dr. Henry Meckel (secondcenter will speak.
practical ways?
and a stipend ow tions, our main problem in select- ary education); applied arts and
Alpha Eta Sigma, 7:30 p.m.. the fellowships
$400 is made for each dependent.
Hear straightforward,
Cafeteria A and B. "Problems of
ing officers is finding men who science, Dr. Daniel Lopez (indusApplications are available in the
arts); library, John Douglas.
challenging answers
AICPA" will be the topic of the
will devote the necessary time to trial
Financial Aids Office, ADM242,
Ballots will be mailed to all
to these questions by
meeting.
noted.
Galm
Dr.
offices,"
the
members within two weeks. After
an experienced
Cycling Association, 8 p.m., from Dr. James MacPherson of the
nomiCouncil
Executive
Other
Secondary Education Department,
the ballots are mailed members
IA115.
teacher and
of
the
nations are as follows: Dr. John have 10 days to return them.
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., CH149. and from Dr. Ward Rasmus
practitioner of
applicaAll
A faculty roundtable will be held Speech Department.
Sperling (humanities), vice-presiChristian Science
1.
by
May
due
tions are
after the regular meeting.
dent; Dr. Dennis Chaldecott ,Enghealing, NEIL H.
Selection of SJS as recipient of
Student Council for Exceptional
BOWLES, C.S.B., of
lish), recording secretary; Dr. Al!
was
announced
by
fellowships
the
Children, 7 p.m., ED118. Panel
Atlanta, Georgia.
corrediscussion on orthopedically handi- the Department of Health, Wel- Rutherford (psychology),
Everyone is invited.
fare and Education, according to spending secretary; Dr. Anthony
capped children will be held.
All coeds interested in becoming
German Club, 3:30 p.m., Room Donald E. Ryan, financial aids di- Lovaglia (mathematics), treasurer;
and Gary Albright (philosophy). airline stewardesses may attend a
rector.
SA of Building N.
Tonight, 8 p.m.
Personnel Management Associameeting tonight at 7 at the Kappa
tion, 2 p.m., Al Emmons of GenCollege Memorial Chapel
Kappa Gamma sorority, 360 So.
eral Electric will speak. Members
11th St.
on Campus
should bring $3 for the wine tour
A United Air Lines employment
on May 21.
Dr. Robert Pruitt, associate pro- Dr. Edison Greer, A. E. Halteman, representative and the SJS steSponsored by the
- fessor of mathematics, has been Dr. Vern E. Hoggatt, and Dr. wardess representative will be
CHRISTIAN
named director of a $21,630 Na- W. H. Myers, all of the Math present to answer any questions.
SCIENCE
tional Science Foundation grant to Department.
A movie, "The Stewardess
Dr Robert C. Fritz, associate be used for an in-service instituThe program will offer various Story," will be shown, and at the
ORGANIZATION
professor of art, has free-blown tute for secondary school teach- introductory’ courses on matheconclusion of the meeting refreshglass works currently on display ers during the 1967-68 academic matics. "The institute is intended
ments will be served.
across the country.
improve
that
will
to offer courses
year.
In Laguna Beach. Calif., he has
of
preparation
matter
subject
Working with him in the insti- the
gpygeoegsCLIP&USE
two works at the "Media Explored tute, which begins on Sept. 18, math teachers at the secondary
1967" show. At the Barrios Gal- 1967, will be Dr. Richard B. Brian, level," Dr. Pruitt said.
21/2 HOURS OF ROLLER SKATING FUN
lery in Fair Oaks near Sacramento,
34 pieces are on display. At the
University of Texas Art Museum,
includes admission & skates
Men’s Razor Cutting and Hair Styling
Austin, Texas, two other pieces are
Wednesday & Thursday nights
included in a national invitational
event.
8 - 10:30 p.m.

tm92ed Air Lines
To Recruit Here

50c

Typewriters
Be Proud Of
What You Have
1111.11 Is. proud of your neatly
’spell paper. and reporie when
ton 111q or rent a typewriter.
\morally (ur grades ’till int111i.

Makes

Most Models
Low Students Rates

Modern Office
Machines
E.

AFT Nominates Professors
For Executive Council Posts

Glass Art Works

For Your Convenience
Breakfast is served in our coffee shop
from 7:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.

124

Fellowships Assist
Personnel Training
For Handicapped

Prof Named Grant Director

Hosiery Special
Dancing Mileage
Regularly Si Now only 73c

Most

"67

San Fernando
2934588

Job Interviews
Tilt ’ItSDAY, APRIL 27
lisited States Public Health
Service, VD Branch. English, math,
Journalism, philosophy, public administration, political science, economics, sociology, psychology,
speech, languages, public health,
humanities, international studies,
social studies, general biology, zoology, botany and business administration wanted for program represent at Ives.
Antes Company. Any majors
with science background wanted
for professional service representatives.
Insurance Company of North
America. Liberal arts and business
administration majors wanted for
underwriter trainees, policy-holder’s service trainees and computer
programmers.
Firestone Tire and Rubber Company. Accounting majors wanted
for retail stores auditor.

TED’S

of the Town & Country Village

SKATE ARENA
1525 Almaden Expressway
(next to El Rancho Drive-in)

O
?

by appointment

296-8458

:

1100 ..01,011,01000 001011 WO..

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

ANNOUNCEMENTS ii)
ATTENTION AYN RAND ADMIRERS:
Is there a discussion group on campus?
If not, I am forming one. Please contact
A. M. Jepson, 656-3420.
LEARN GREEK LANGUAGE and culture! From Angelo Alexander. 8 lessons,
$1.75. Call 377.1059 or 377-6085.
$245 ROUND TRIP JET New York-London June 15.September 6 and June 21.
SeptemberII. M. French (714) 629-4991
or write for information c/o 9875 Sante
Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills.

RCA-STEREO 24" TV-AMISFM combination console. Excellent condition, 6 speakers, $135 or offer. 297-5994.
EUROPE-BOUND: Will take best offer
this week: ’66 Wurlitzer Electric Piano
portable, has amplifier. 287-1887.
WOOD LATHE, $15. Radial drill Prosi
$37.50. Both new. 292.0409 or 241.1943.
HELP WANTED 14)
WANTED: TUTOR for introductory physics and chemistry courses. Call 657.3341.
GRAD MATH STUDENT TUTOR for
Math 143 (Numerical Analysis) 2 hours
per week, liberal pay. Call Al, 293.1442.
GO GO DANCERS, 21 or over. No ex.
perience. $2.50 hour. Continental Lounge,
behind Senn. 295-6244.
GRADUATING SENIORS: Sign up now
at SJS Placement Canter for interviews
May 7. Business majors for Meneoement
Trainers, Arcouninnts ler Audit and
Control, Math for Computer Program.
ming. County Bank of Santa Crur.
HOUSING 151

Hey, fellows, It’s the new Tripleheader 351. A close, Norelco
shave with nearly 40% more speed. Pop-up trimmer, too
The Norelco Cordless ’Elip-Top’ 20E3 (not shown) shaves
anywhere on just 4 penlight batteries. Now with conveni.
ent battery elector, Microgroove heads and rotary blades.
Snap-open wallet with mirror.
the Rechargeable 40C

46.
re -the dose, fast, comfortable electric shave
10C

100 (.047001,,.0

NI* Tr. 1.1V+0 1001r

available

N

Spartan Daily Classifieds
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Prefer
upper-division student or working girl.
293-3856. Your apartment or mine.
GIRL OVER 21 to share 2-bedroom
apartment. Own room. $52.50. Start May
I. 2 miles from SJS. Donna, 294-3758.
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE for Summer Session. Have Apt. Call 293-8554
after 5 p.m.
LOST AND FOUND 16/
LOST THURSDAY: Female puppy. Answers to name Zelda, very friendly. Chain
collar. Reward. Call 293-7302.
PERSONALS (7.
CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold and
silver. George Larimore. 354-1273.
DERBY DAY is on it way.
DZ s are fully prepared!
SERVICES 18)

r

110+1, YEA-I, YERT, EsE FORE FCF-Cser IT WiLL You irL
SC H EGLI I-V7 TH’ Ar-1l.E71C FIELD
114’ TRACK COACH
FOR THE ARCHERY TEAMS TO-DAY 74

CLASSIFIED RATES

FOR SALE (3)

e

private parties

Expires June 1, 1967

AUTOMOTIVE 121

PS violas Soln

0

292-2411

636 Town & Country Village, Bldg. 6 San Jose
across from Bank of California

MOB HARDTOP, Black, INC model
$125. SPRITE/MIDGET roll -bar bolt-in
2.75 inch diameter. $45. 245-6196.
1963 VVI sedan, sunroof, radio. New
brakes, clutch. $950. Call after 5 p.m.
293-6352.
’63 TRIUMPH IT Special. Street equipment. Many extras. Call 287-1920,
1966-1211 AUSTIN COOPER S. Fully
equipped. $1995. Call 297-1552 or 29269)8,
’66 GTO. Tr -power, 4 speed. posi-traction, heavy duty suspension. Must sell drafted. 269-5454.
’66 TRIUMPH 500cc motorcycle. 3000,
excellent. Street equipped, never raced.
Best offer. 296-7543.
’61 NORTON MANX-MAN motorcycle,
650 SS. Mild load. Al. $450. Must sell.
739-6539.
AUSTIN COOPER S, ’67. Fully-equipped.
Blue & white. Blauplunk radio. Best offer.
Phone 379-3151 after 6 p.m.

"Hey, good-looking fellows like me.
You owe it to your public wherever you go to take along
the Norelco Rechargeable. A single charge gives
you twice as many shaves as any other rechargeable
on the market. Enough for a fun-filled fortnight
And Microgroove heads are 35% thinner to give you
a shave that’s 35% closer. Without nicking or
pinching or marring your breathtaking feature

*

MARRIED COUPLES: Take advantage of
summer rates now! Furnished 1 -bedroom
apartments. 465 S. 4th. 286.6667.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed. Own
room, IS minutes to campus. Senior or
grad preferred. Call 287.0665,
WANTED: MALE ROOMMATE to share
house with 5 other ttudents thr-mh sum
met & mixt year. Call 293-5933,

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.
Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose
Calif. 95114.

’inimum
Three lines One Urns Three time. Five times
One time

3
4
5
6

lines
lines
lines
lines

Add this
amount for
each addl
tional line

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

40

.50

JO

0
El
ID
fl
El

Announcemenb (1)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)
I:1 Personals (7)
D Services (8)
1:1 Transportation (9)

CEO

ad:

Call at
Adv.

Office -J206

Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10.30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. &
1:15 p.m. -3:45 p.m.
Tuesday & Thursday
10:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m. &
1:15 p.m. -3:45 p.m.

o

Fog

To place an

Classified

Print your ad here:
(Court approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No rebinds possible on cantaled ads

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

flame

TYPING. Thesis, term papers, etc., as.
perienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
21 & MARRIED. Liability, property denr
age & uninsured motorist coverage on
auto insurance. $21 for 3 months. Dave
Towle, 244-9600.
TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed.
Cell 2434313 between 9 a.m. end 8 p.m.
EXPERT TYPING. Theses, term papers,
manuscripts. IBM Electric. Work guaranteed. Jo Ann Vine, 3784577.
KNOW WHAT YOU want to say, but
not sure how to say it? Rewriting, editing. Jane, 867.1065,
FRENCH-SPEAKING NATIVE would like
to give private lessons. If interested, call
241-1760 after 7 p.m.

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Deily
Classifieds.

(Please Pont)
days.
Phone

Address
Phone

Enclosed is
Start sd on

Please allow 2 dayn after placing for ad to Raptor.

(Date)

294.6414, Ext. 2465

